
Speaker 1 (00:00): 

If it’s October (which it Is) then it must be ADHD Awareness Month (which it is) and it’s ADHD 
Awareness Month, it must be time for TADD talks from ADDA. They’re kind of like TED talks but shorter, 
snappier, ADHD-friendly, if you will. And this year they’re all about executive function. You know ...that 
front part of our ADHD brains that helps us plan and prioritize and remember what we’re doing and 
follow through. Or not. So here’s your chance to hear from 31 different experts. It’s just another way 
ADDA supports adults with ADHD. Let’s listen in.. 

Dr. Bertin (00:39): 

Hi, my name's Mark Bertin. I'm a developmental pediatrician from the New York area. Also very involved 
with organizations like Campaign for a Commercial Free Childhood and Common Sense Media, which 
advocate for a healthier relationship with technology for this generation. And I think that applies to 
today's topic too. I was asked to talk about technology and how can we live more easily with technology, 
more productively with technology. So there's a couple of things I wanted to say and obviously this is a 
very short format, so I'll get right to it. One of the most important things to remember is that technology 
is just a tool. It's neither inherently good or bad. I think one way to quickly shut down when hearing this 
whole topic is to assume the message is like you just got to get it out of your life. You know, that's not 
realistic there. 

Dr. Bertin (01:32): 

The important thing to recognize is that there are different ways to use technology. Like a lot of part of 
our lives. That's not news to you. But what's important to focus on is that this is a particular part of our 
lives that is highly curated. It's not like the invention of the wheel, which was just something really cool 
that, you know, came around presumably, and people thought it was great and it became part of life. 
And you know, came part of life because it was useful. It's certainly not like rock and roll music. You 
know, there's a sense sometimes that people complain about technology but they don't like change, and 
that's not real either. There's hundreds of studies talking about how undermanaged tech time affects 
our wellbeing, affects our attention, affects all sorts of parts of life. 

Dr. Bertin (02:20): 

One of the things that's fundamentally different is that most aspects of technology are highly, highly 
skillfully designed and curated, often in collaboration with psychologists, often through trial and error. 
You know, there was a headline in the New York Times recently that said something along the lines of, I 
designed video games for a living, but I won't let my child play them. And that's not unusual. It's not the 
only person who said that. What the article was about is that they designed those games through, 
through their own trial and error and testing to be as disruptive as possible. Everything is manipulated 
to make sure you want to be doing it more and more that you can't take a break or you don't want it to 
take a break. You know, there's this aspect of it that has to do with slot machine technology of just being 
caught up in that little, you know, dopamine fix. 

Dr. Bertin (03:07): 

And then we need the next one. So the bottom line is that living healthy with technology, like a lot of 
things in life starts with being aware of the choices we're making, aware of the habits we're living under 
so that we can change them so we can be more skillful and intentional when it comes to this 
conference. This is particularly challenging when people have adhd. You know, I'm sure. Actually it's the 
whole topic for the month. You know, ADHD really is best seen as an executive function disorder. And 
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executive function is like everyday life management. It's everything that has to do with managing our 
attention, managing our time, managing our health routines. Executive function is involved with all of 
that. And when you look at specific symptoms of adhd, like easily bored, novelty seeking, hyper focus, 
difficulty shifting attention, all of those things are a really challenging mismatch with the way technology 
is designed. 

Dr. Bertin (04:07): 

You know, when people have, I mean, I'm most familiar with the research around kids, it applies to 
adults too. You know, when you have difficulty with time and attention and all these different things, 
the challenge of managing technology well becomes bigger. You know, when it's more uncomfortable to 
be restless or bored, the challenge of staying off your device becomes bigger. So really the most 
important concept here, which does relate to the concepts around the practice of mindfulness today, 
isn't a mindfulness talk. I somehow always managed to get back to that. You know, the bigger premise 
of mindfulness is really anyone can practice it. It's about being intentional in the way we're living 
moment, you know, moment to moment through the day and screens the entire design. What they're 
hoping for is that we're never intentional about it. They're hoping for us to get hooked by the way it's 
designed and just stay in that rut indefinitely. 

Dr. Bertin (04:57): 

So what can we do then to start managing technology better? There's only, you know, in this time 
format three or four bullet points I wanted to touch on today. The starting point is do what you can to 
push back on the design of technology itself. You know, how can we unclutter our lives and make more 
intentional choices in our devices? Some of it has to do with things like practically looking at any device 
you're on and set up and shutting off the stuff you don't need. So shut off notifications that aren't 
necessary. One of the biggest proponents of sort of more skillful technology use Tristan Harris talks 
about using the gray scale on phones regularly because the color grabs our attention in different ways. 
Shut off your phone when that's appropriate. Certainly at night use, do not disturb. Use the features 
that are there. 

Dr. Bertin (05:47): 

You know, pick times during the day actively like maybe when you're outside to disconnect, to put on do 
not disturb or shut your phone off completely if that's appropriate for you. In terms of who needs to be 
in touch with you and such. So one starting point of technology is really to use technology to take care 
of itself a little bit. You know, see where you can just shut off all the things. Certainly shutting off 
notifications is vital, you know, for any app by the way that you decide to log into through the web 
instead of through your device, that app will track you less, will send less notifications and it becomes 
what's called kind of friction full design. The concept. One of the other concepts that gets us sucked into 
our phones is they're aiming for something called frictionless design, which is that idea more or less that 
you know, you've bought something before you and have time to think about whether you wanted to. 

Dr. Bertin (06:38): 

So anywhere you create a little friction, meaning you have to make a choice, you're more likely to 
choose not to, you know, you're creating an opportunity. So anywhere you could set up things so that 
you know you can't get right into your social media app without doing, you know, a little bit of searching 
for it or between or without logging in online, you will create an opportunity for more intention, which 
really is the point. One of the points to start with. Now, change always starts with awareness. And one 
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of the second most important things to do to begin to make a change is to actively look at how you're 
using your time. You know, there's an impact to when we're on our screens too much in that it 
undermines time. We could be spending elsewhere on sleep or exercise. There's even some research 
suggesting boredom actually has value. 

Dr. Bertin (07:24): 

Our brain is doing useful things when it's bored. Creativity often comes from boredom. So there's two 
parts to what I wanted to say about that. The first is, is most people benefit from some using one of the 
apps, one of the aspects of our phones in particular that puts front and center how much screen time 
you're using per day. The awareness of that often lets people change. And a more global concept you 
can do around time is sometimes called the mindful calendar exercise, which means as an academic 
exercise, take a weekly calendar for yourself and drawing everything you want to prioritize for the 
weekend must get done for the week first. So when do you want to be going to bed? How much exercise 
do you want? How much time with friends? You know, where your work hours, where your homework 
hours or whatever else you have. 

Dr. Bertin (08:14): 

And only by sort of backfilling that way you can see how much in a balanced lifestyle time is left for 
open-ended, more open-ended TV and screen time. The time we spend on our devices isn't without 
consequence if it's replacing other things that we think are important for our health and wellbeing. So 
that's one thing is use the screen time apps to track, you know, how you're using your time over the 
course of a week. A second thing to keep track of is our minds are very inefficient. We can't multitask 
from a neurologic point of view every time we shift attention. That means a little bit of a loss of 
efficiency and a little bit increased error rate. Clearly this relates to ADHD in general, but also in that, 
you know, Distractibility is part of adhd, but our screens exacerbate that we have to get work done on 
computers and yet every time we shift our attention away, we're losing time and energy every time 
when we need to shift back. 

Dr. Bertin (09:10): 

So there's a concept to really focus on called batching, which is vital for people with or without adhd, 
which means see if you can start setting up either programs or deleting programs or using things like 
freedom, which is a productivity app to aim towards a new habit of batching your work and batching 
your downtime. Meaning it's almost like using the time timer for anyone's familiar with it. You know, set 
a chunk of time you're going to work, pledge it to you know, do your best to shut off all the computer-
based distractions at least while you're working in whatever way you can. And then set your time and 
schedule your time for how much you're going to play before coming back to your work. Plus again, 
there's a total loss of time every time you're bouncing around that way that's, that's greater than the 
distraction itself. 

Dr. Bertin (09:59): 

You know, if you're off for 15 minutes on YouTube overall, but going back and forth, you're probably 
losing more like, you know, I don't know the exact number, but 20, you know, 22 minutes of productivity 
time. And then the last two things I want to touch on because I think I'm already over time, is 
recognizing that the entire design of both our search engines and the news cycle and everything else is 
meant to grab our attention through negativity, to promote reactivity, to promote negative thinking. It 
takes advantage of a cognitive bias called the negativity bias, which is that things that are frightening 
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and off grab our attention and won't let go. And we need to actively combat that to stay happy and 
strong. It doesn't mean we want to deny the challenges in life or the things we want to, you know, or 
the changes that we want to affect in the world, but the concept of doom scrolling and getting totally 
cut up in that, not even withstanding the just sort of general misinformation online, we need to combat 
that directly as well by maybe choosing to not doom scroll to sort of check in with the news once a day 
and check out the rest of the day in or to look for different sources of information if we think things 
could be biased. 

Dr. Bertin (11:05): 

But we definitely need to actively manage the way information is presented online to stay resilient and 
well informed. And then the last thing I wanted to touch on is that there's a social aspect to all this too, 
and that is really the, you know, a I think a perfect example of where technology needs to be used 
intentionally and well. Because a large part of our resilience comes from sustaining social connection 
with people who actually sustain us, you know, who are emotionally supportive. And clearly technology 
is really, really good at that.  

 

Dr. Bertin (11:51): 

And when we used technology to reinforce connection with actual people, that probably helps our 
wellbeing. At the same time, really more and more social media has been shown to undermine our 
wellbeing, not the light, you know, and also obviously to see it a lot of misinformation. So one of the 
important things is we get intentional is to recognize that social media is a distraction, but when we use 
it to connect with actual friends, it might have some benefit and much of the rest of it, we probably all 
would benefit from cutting back on. From a pure mental health point of view, it promotes a lot of angst, 
it promotes a lot of jealousy and teenagers, body image issues and teenagers. So to just wrap it all up 
here, like a lot of things in life, living with technology well is all about setting intentions. You know, 
getting back in line with what we know best. But in terms of technology in particular, it means being 
very active and stepping back long enough to make concrete choices that help us manage this often 
wonderful and often challenging part of our lives more skillfully. So thank you for your time and 
attention. I hope to see many of you at the ADHD conference in a few weeks. 

Speaker 1 (12:58): 

Hey, congrats you did it - listened to the entire TADD talk! And if you think this is great info, there's even 
more at the 2022 international ADHD conference. It's a hybrid conference that happens November 16th 
through the 19th live in Dallas, Texas, simulcast on the web as a virtual event. Find out more at ADDA - 
that's add.org, where you can catch ADHD webinars, join peer support groups, and get ADHD classes. It's 
truly priceless, but membership costs less than $8 a month. Okay. Enough of the chatter… we'll see you 
tomorrow with more executive function information. 
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